
Metacom-Alpha

Top quality charcoal and organic products based on it



Charcoal

Natural charcoal is the best
natural fuel for barbecue cooking

The idea of a price on FCA terms
Perm, Russia. - 230 euros per ton.

Can be sent for export in a 
container or in a truck.

The idea of a price on FOB terms
St. Petersburg or Novorossiysk -
295 euros per ton.

We carry out delivery to the city / 
port of the customer.



Hookah charcoal

We offer hookah charcoal in a briquette 
with dimensions 25 * 25 * 25 mm.

The idea of the price on the terms of 
FCA Perm, Russia - 1300 euros per ton.
The idea of a price on FOB St. 
Petersburg or Novorossiysk terms is 
1382 euros per ton.
We also offer special size traditional 
charcoal for hookah smoking.
The idea of a price on FCA terms Perm, 
Russia - 290 euros per ton
Can be sent for export in a container or 
in a truck.
We carry out delivery to the city / port 
of the customer.



Biochar

Biochar is a revolutionary charcoal-based soil 
additive. This is the "personal storage" of the 
plant with nutrients and moisture. It is called 
“black gold” for agriculture.

The idea for the price of biochar fraction 0-5 
mm on FCA Perm, Russia - 180 euros per ton.
Can be sent for export in a container or in a 
truck.
The idea of a price on FOB terms St. 
Petersburg or Novorossiysk - 228 euros per 
ton.

We carry out delivery to the city / port of the 
customer.



Sifted or fractionated  charcoal

We will prepare charcoal of 
any fraction and any quality 
according to your order.
The idea of sifting cost is 60 
euros per ton. The cost of the 
target fraction directly 
depends on the percentage 
of its yield, the quality of 
charcoal and the required 
packaging.
Can be sent for export in a 
container or in a truck.
We carry out delivery to the 
city / port of the customer.



Firewood

Firewood is the oldest type of fuel, 
and today it successfully heats 
homes all over the world and creates 
extraordinary coziness and comfort 
in them.
The idea of the price on the terms of 
FCA Perm, Russia. - 50 euros per 
cubic meter.

Can be sent for export in a container 
or in a truck.
The idea of the price on FOB terms 
St. Petersburg or Novorossiysk - 74 
euros per cubic meter.
We carry out delivery to the city / 
port of the customer.



Charcoal in craft bags

Our company is ready to pack 
charcoal in paper (craft) bags 
according to your order.
you select the Dimensions and 
weight of the charcoal in the 
package, its quality, as well as the 
dimensions, coloring and type of 
bags.
The idea of the cost of packaging 
in a paper bag is 50 euros per ton. 
The cost depends on the size of 
the bag and does not include the 
cost of the bag itself.
Can be sent for export in a 
container or in a truck.

We carry out delivery to the city / 
port of the customer.



Packing
Any packaging of your choice 



Price

Denomination The Idea of price per ton on terms  FCA  Perm, 

Russia

Charcoal 230

* Packing process in craft-bags ( in paper bags) 50

* The process of sifting the charcoal (fractionation) 60

Hookah charcoal 290

Charcoal briquette for hookah 1300

Firewood 50

Biochar 180

* the cost of the process does not include the cost of packaging and the product it self

the tolerance is 10%
all prices are negotiated individually



OUR CONTACTS
Contact us in any way convenient for you

Telephone:
+7 (342) 279-52-62

E-mail:
1@carbona.su

Legal / postal address
614000, Perm, st. October 25, office 4 21.

mailto:1@carbona.su

